
Welcome back Year 1! We hope everybody had a lovely  

Christmas break! 

 Maths 

To support our DT project and help 

us make our chairs without wobbly 

legs, the children will learn all 

about measurement. They will 

begin to record and gain a better 

understanding of length and 

height, capacity and volume 

and mass/weight. At home, 

to support their understanding, they 

could measure the length of 

different items, or weigh out 

ingredients to bake a cake. 

PE Days 

  Outdoor – Monday 

Indoor – Friday 

 
As the weather is getting colder 

just a reminder that the children 

can wear a plain tracksuit for 

outdoor PE this term.  

English  

Reading 

Reading regularly at home is still vital and 

will help build your child’s sight vocabulary 

and increase their ‘tricky word’ recognition.  

With your continued support, we can further 

develop your child’s enjoyment of reading.  

 

Writing 

We will kick start our topic with ‘The Three 

Little Pigs’.  The children will be expected to 

follow a set of instructions and then learn 

how to write their own.  

We always focus on the children being able 

to punctuate their sentences correctly with 

full stops and capital letters. We will also be 

introducing, and expecting the children to 

begin to use, question marks in their writing.  

 Computing  

We will be using ‘BBC Dance Mat’ to 

improve our keyboard skills in the 

first half term. We will also be intro-

ducing the children to Microsoft 

Word. They will find out how docu-

ments can be saved and returned to 

later.  

Design and Technology  

The children will use their knowledge of 

materials to make their own freestanding 

structure. We will be making a chair for the 

three bears. The children will use a range of 

tools and materials, and learn how to make their 

structures stronger, stiffer and more stable.   

Science and Art 

During our Science sessions, the 

children will begin to learn 

about a range of materials, such 

as plastic and glass, and the 

properties of the different 

materials. They will use this 

knowledge to answer questions 

posed by The Three Little Pigs. 

For example, what might be the 

most suitable material to build 

their house from? Why can’t I 

make my windows out of wood? 

We will also learn how to add 

texture and tone to our 

drawings to make them more 

realistic. 



Parents’ Evenings 

Tuesday 11th February 5:00-7:30pm 

Wednesday 12th February 4-6:30pm 

Inset days: Monday 24th & Tuesday 

25th February 

Reading and Writing 
 

As our topic is all about The Great Fire of London, it is a perfect opportunity 

for children to develop their understanding of the differences between fiction 

and non-fiction books. Writing will therefore focus on recounts, diaries and 

questions we would want to ask.  
 

Maths  

 will continue to develop our understanding of number and place value. We 

will also look at simple fractions, sharing and grouping. 

Computing  

The children will use the program 

‘Paint’ They will learn how to 
confidently change the pen 

colour to suit the purpose of the 

image. We look forward to seeing 

their Great Fire of London 

scenes. 

History/Geography 

Our topic in the second half of this 

term is called ‘Fire, Fire!’ and we will 

be learning about The Great Fire of 

London in 1666. We will look at how 

the fire spread and how London was 

rebuilt. We will also explore the 

physical and human features of 

London.  

Religious Education  

The children will learn all about 

‘special places’ and link this to their 

own special places, for  example, school 

as it is a place to learn.  

Physical Education 

Indoor 

The children will learn to hold 

balances on large and smaller 

body parts and to link two 

balances together.  

Outdoor 

We will be focusing on bat/ball 

skills and games this term. The 

children will learn key skills 

such as co-ordination and 

communication when competing 

in a game.  

Poetry and Music  

Throughout our poetry unit, the children will learn about the 

interrelated dimensions of music, such as pulse, rhythm and pitch. The 

children will listen to the rhyme London’s Burning, sing and try to compose 

their own verse.  

Life Skills 

In Life Skills the children will 

understand that we learn in 

different ways. They will discuss 

the best ways to solve a problem 

and how to learn from their 

mistakes. 


